Artificial Intelligence Technical Project Manager
About Us
Avatar Partners (www.avatarpartners.com) is a leading North American Extended Reality
software provider for Government and Industry with headquarters in Irvine, CA. We specialize in
best-in-class immersive reality solutions that Simplify Complex Systems™ to increase the
efficiency, safety and effectiveness of equipment, systems, and processes.

Job Description
We are looking for a seasoned Project Manager experienced in leading a team through
the full development lifecycle of software and AI technologies using the Unity Engine.
You will work with several different teams to manage activities across different client
projects, to continuously improve and adapt our development processes to enhance
delivery. Working closely with our sales teams, you will facilitate communication with the
client and ensure that visions are aligned across different fields, from design to engineering.
This role may involve periodic travel. If you’re client-focused and excited by the prospect of
orchestrating complex product pipelines with teams spanning the continent, this is the job
for you.
This is a remote, full-time salaried position.

Requirements



You are a Technical Project Manager with extensive experience working on various
software projects
Broadly understand the technical capabilities of the Unity Engine, and Unity AI
technologies



You are a strong influencer with great communication skills, able to work with
diverse group and align teams around common goals



You are client focused, bring a professional attitude with stellar interpersonal skills,
and are able to resolve conflicts with empathy



You can adapt quickly to drive progress and you are comfortable with a fast-paced
environment with changing project deliverables



You can drive a culture of commitment with your teams

Desirable Qualifications




Certification as Scrum Master or Scrum Product Owner




Experience using Unity in a professional environment

Comfort with running Kanban, paired programming, or other agile projects
Working knowledge of JIRA, Confluence, Gantt charts, and other Project Management
Software
Some knowledge of coding or authoring 3D artwork
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Responsibilities


Play a core leadership role in managing the entire development, release and support
processes of your projects



Ensure alignment with cross-discipline members to unify goals, and ensure timely
communication of relevant issues to stakeholders and tech leads




Manage and predict the scope and capacity of the team throughout the project life cycle




Analyze, track, and drive solutions for an risks in project development pipelines

Continually drive day-to-day production across different internal development and
external partner teams, scheduling sprints, balancing priorities, and tracking progress
Build strong relationships with client teams, internal teams and external partners

Benefits








Competitive Salary
Competitive Benefits: Health, Vision, Dental & Chiro
PTO Time
Sick Time
Health Insurance
401K
Growth opportunity!

Avatar Partners, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. All qualified applicants
will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, pregnancy,
sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, age, protected veteran status, or disability
status.
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